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“I really enjoy playing with fabric and seeing how it behaves,” says Moscow-
born, London-based designer Georgy Baratashvili. “I find draped clothes very 
flattering and sensual, and it was unseen in menswear when I started doing 
it.” In addition to producing his own athletics-inspired, forward looking and 
directional collections, Baratashvili, a former dancer and a graduate of Central 
Saint Martin’s fashion academy, has collaborated with Preen, Puma and, more 
recently, Monarchy, one of England’s current “It” bands. Apparently, Georgy’s 
a bit of an “It” man-about-town himself, so The EP decided to see what all the 
Baratashvili buzz is about.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
!"#$%&'(() Please tell me about your background and how/why you decided to 
move from Moscow to London.
*(+,-%&./,/0/123"4") I was born in Moscow, Russia, where I grew up and 
spent most time of my life expressing my self in all sorts of artistic forms. I was 
painting, took up piano lessons, even tried singing (not very successful), did 
drama even appeared in a few TV shows and on the big screen. But my biggest 
passion was dance.
 
!') How does your training as a dancer translate into your collections?
*.) As a former dancer I really appreciate freedom of movement. I don’t like to 
feel any restrictions. It reflects on the fabric choices and cut of my clothes. Its all 
about the comfort no matter how complicated it may look sometimes.
 
!') As a young man growing up in Russia, were you aware of what was 
happening in the world’s fashion capitals?
*.) Yes, as much as it was possible at the time. There was not much information 
of what was going on in the western world, but I was watching every fashion 
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program on TV and flicked through my mom’s fashion magazines over 
and over and over again. It got a lot easier after the USSR collapsed. 
More information started to come through.
 
!') Draping and the use of sheer fabrics are a staple of your collections. 
Please explain this fondness.
*.) I really enjoy playing with fabric and seeing how it behaves. I 
find draped clothes very flattering and sensual, and it was unseen in 
menswear when I started doing it. Sheer fabrics are just an interest of 
the moment. However, I always prefer to work with finer fabrics then 
you would expect to see in menswear.

!') You’ve worked with Preen, Puma and, more recently, the band 
Monarchy. Can you describe those collaborations?
*.)&Designing one-off pieces was one of the projects I got to do at 
Preen when I did my internship. They trusted my decisions and liked 
the quality of my work. When I finished my internship, they called me 
back to help with the new season. They are the nicest people, and I 
really enjoyed working with them. I won the Bursary award, sponsored 
by Puma in my 1st year of college, and they produced the shoes I 
designed. They went on sale in all Puma concept stores around the 
world and were totally sold out with in a few weeks. The year after, I 
won it again, this time with a design of luxury bag. With Monarchy, it 
was a really exciting collaboration. Their music is dominating charts 
on my iPod, and I was thrilled do design some of their stage costumes, 
and they also made a very special mix for my show, which included 
some of their unreleased songs. 
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!') Your SS10 collection was presented via video. Talk to me a little about 
the concept for that and the people you worked with while producing it.
*.) The idea was to set the mood for the collection, and show where 
I am coming from with my designs. I met dancers when I was making 
costumes for their show, and I though it would be interesting to 
choreograph a piece for the film. It was choreographed by an amazing 
dancer and a very talented choreographer, Darja Reznikova, and styled by 
Yasuhiro Takehisa. 
 
!') Please describe a day in the life of Georgy Baratashvili. What’s a 
typical day like in your studio?
*.) I get up at 7, shower, breakfast, e-mails. Get on my bicycle and make 
my way to the studio. Making myself a large cup of coffee as soon as I get 
to the studio and making a list of things to do for the day. Then its just 
work, work, work, with a short break for a lunch and another coffee. And 
work again untill very late. 

!') Where do you find inspiration for your collections?
*.) I am genuinely inspired by life. I look at the world around me, but I 
never know where the inspiration will come from. Could be an exhibition 
I’ve seen, or a book I read, news, scientific discovery or something I 
found on the street. Its always more then one thing. Usually, I have a few 
mixed references for the collection.
 
!') Considering the play between masculine and feminine in your work, 
do you have plans to design womenswear? If so, what is your vision for 
clothing for women?
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*.)&Yes, absolutely, but I will keep all details in secret for now.
 
!') What is Excellence? If possible, please elaborate.
*.) I am in constant search for it. Will let you know as soon as I find it!

All images from the Spring/Summer collection by Georgy Baratashvili, 
courtesy Georgy Baratashvili/Système D 
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